First, familiarize yourself with what is on the test:

- Reading: 53 questions
- Key Ideas & Details: 22 questions
- Craft & Structure: 14 questions
- Integration of Knowledge: 11 questions
- Math: 36 questions
- Numbers & Algebra: 23 questions
- Measurement & Data: 9 questions
- Science: 53 questions
- Human Anatomy & Physiology: 32 questions
- Life & Physical Science: 8 questions
- Scientific Reasoning: 7 questions
- English & Language Usage: 28 questions
- Conventions of Standard English: 9 questions
- Knowledge of Language: 9 questions
- Vocabulary Acquisition: 6 questions

The ATI TEAS 6 exam is used to determine the ability of potential students to adjust to the nursing program. There is no passing score for the ATI TEAS 6 exam. Each section is given a composite score, and subscores are given for categories of specific content. You should contact your school to see what they consider as passing.

Fees: $115

For more help, visit the FCC Placement Test Guide: [http://guides.frederick.edu/testing/teas](http://guides.frederick.edu/testing/teas)
Next take a TEAS practice test to see how you’d do now:


Then watch these great online videos of how to approach the different types of questions:

- Pause the video at the start of each question, answer it on your own, then watch & compare their process to yours.
  - This 33 video playlist encompasses all sections & question types on the TEAS: [https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKISN1zcDJXzm3d0fbfPcnkNZsof4NwCL](https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKISN1zcDJXzm3d0fbfPcnkNZsof4NwCL)
  - Reading: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtdHWTVRzzg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtdHWTVRzzg)
  - Math: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwTOIF9ezSI](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwTOIF9ezSI)
  - English: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgPcnVdEWJs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgPcnVdEWJs)
  - Science: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCXU7QIqCM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCXU7QIqCM)

Identify which areas you feel you need the most help on and visit some help sites searching for those topics.

- Khan Academy: [www.khanacademy.org](http://www.khanacademy.org)

When you feel confident, take these online TEAS simulators.